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Taurus Constellation.



Messier 45 – The Pleiades.

The Pleiades is perhaps the most famous sight in 

the night sky. It is an open cluster approximately 

370 light years distant. It contains many very hot 

young blue/white stars and is an easy naked eye 

object from any back garden. It can be found above 

the “V” asterism of Taurus and is also known as The 

Seven Sisters after the number of stars easily 

visible to the naked eye. Binoculars of all sizes will 

bring our the beauty of this cluster with a wide field 

of view framing the stars nicely. In dark skies 

nebulosity around the stars is visible as seen in the 

opposite image with milky whiteness around the 

brightest stars.



Davis’ Dog – A Binocular Asterism.
Lying between The Pleiades and the “V” asterism of 

Taurus lies the large binocular asterism known as 

Davis’ Dog as it resembles a dog! From The 

Pleiades look 7.5 degrees towards the “V” asterism 

and 15 stars will form Davis’ Dog. It takes skill to 

make this pattern of stars leap out but try and relax 

your eyes as if looking at a hidden 3D image book. 

One of the stars is a binocular double.



The Hyades Open cluster.

Look for the distinctive “V” shaped asterism in Taurus – the naked 

eye stars that form this asterism are the Hyades open cluster –

the orange star or “Eye of The Bull” is Aldebaran and is not part 

of the cluster but a line of sight chance. It lies 75 million away 

while Hyades lies approximately 150 light years distant. The 

Hyades stars share the same motion in space, origin, age and 

chemical content. The cluster is about 650 million years old and is 

the closest cluster to The Sun. This cluster is best been in 

binoculars of low power with a wide field of view. Note the 

different colours with many orange stars and easy doubles 

visible. Although not part of the cluster the brilliant orange beauty 

of Aldebaran next to the cluster stars is a fine sight.



Messier 1 – The Crab Nebula.

Taurus also contains M1 – the famous Crab Nebula 

which lies just north west of Zeta Tauri which marks 

the tip of one of The Bull’s horns. It normally needs 

100mm binoculars and dark skies. Place Zeta Tauri 

in the south east of the field and M1 is visible in the 

centre. It forms a milky fuzzy patch -not the greatest 

visual treat but knowing you are seeing the 

remnants of a supernova from 1054 is a thrill!



NGC 1817 and 1807- Open Clusters.

Sometimes referred to as a “poor man’s double 

cluster” these two open clusters lie a few degrees 

below a line drawn from Aldebaran to Zeta Tauri at 

the midway point - or extend the northern tip of 

Orion’s shield until you hit the clusters. Visible as 

milky areas at x10 more magnification at 20 – 25 will 

resolve stars in both clusters. The two clusters may 

actually be part of an extended singular cluster. Be 

patient as with averted vision a lot of stars may 

resolve.



The Great Conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn.

On December 21st 2020 the plants Saturn and Jupiter 

will be at their closest line of sight from Earth since 16th

July 1623. Any size binocular will show the two giant 

planets in the same field of view for several days but 

they will be at their closest on December 21st. You will 

need a flat west horizon as the conjunction is about 10 

degrees above the horizon. Look from 16:30 when the 

planets will be at their highest- they will sink below the 

horizon by 18:20. The four Jovian moons will also be 

visible at x10 and above and higher power binoculars 

(x25) may reveal shading on Jupiter and perhaps Titan 

as well.


